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Merrychef eikon easyTouch Accelerated Cooking Electric Oven e5 (NSV) CF418
45.9Ltr. 32A. 3.2kW Convection/1.4kW Microwave   View Product 

 Code : CF418

  
 52% OFF   Sale 

£19,117.32

£9,238.46 / exc vat
£11,086.16 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Allow 2-3 Days for Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Featuring cool-to-touch engineering, 2/3 gastronorm
compatibility with a combi-microwave mode, the
Merrychef eikon easyTouch Accelerated Cooking
Electric Oven e5 (NSV) has the capability to reduce
cooking by up to 5 times when compared to
conventional ovens.

Featuring menu software which can be updated instantly
using USB, energy saving standby and in-built diagnostics
which helps to avoid unnecessary service calls and keep
downtimes to a minimum.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 642 712 705

Cm 64.2 71.2 70.5

Inches
(approx)

25 28 27

 Cooks up to five times faster than traditional ovens

 Programmable with up to 1024 menu items via USB

 Intuitive easyTouch icon driven touchscreen control

reduces staff training time

 Please note: separate overhead extraction may be

required

 Easy-clean construction with patented Merrychef

front monitored air filtration system

 Highly efficient fast combination cooking reduces

queues and running costs

 Huge 45.9Ltr cavity with compact overall size

 Safe cool-touch exterior

 Quick 15 minute pre-heat time

Material : Stainless Steel
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